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State leaders rebuke Sessions
WARRING RHETORIC » Brown,
others say laws don’t impede ICE

NORTH COAST » Law officials avoid

By JAZMINE ULLOA
AND LIAM DILLON

By NICK RAHAIM

LOS ANGELES TIMES

SACRAMENTO — A day after
he sued California over its laws
to shield immigrants living in
the state illegally, Attorney General Jeff Sessions arrived in Sacramento, drawing protests and
sharp rebukes from state leaders
for accusing the state of impeding federal immigration officials
from doing their jobs.
Sessions, speaking at an an-

nual law enforcement lobby day
held by the California Peace Officers’ Association, underscored
recent upticks in violent crime
and charged Democrats with advancing the political agendas of
“radical extremists.” Using sharp
rhetoric, he criticized Oakland
Mayor Libby Schaaf for warning
immigrant communities about
recent Bay Area raids, and Lt.
Gov. Gavin Newsom for praising
her actions.
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feuds on ‘sanctuary state,’ fed policy
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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U.S. Attorney General Jeff
Sessions speaks Wednesday
in Sacramento.

As U.S. Attorney General Jeff
Sessions railed in Sacramento
Wednesday against California’s
“sanctuary state” policies safeguarding some detained undocumented immigrants, inciting
a war of words with Gov. Jerry
Brown, Sonoma County’s top
two law enforcement chiefs were
90 miles away, and paying little attention to the showdown.
Sheriff Rob Giordano and

OCTOBER WILDFIRES » REBUILDING HOMES

On burned lots, how
clean is clean enough?

Santa Rosa Police Chief Hank
Schreeder were in San Francisco
for an annual summit of county
law enforcement chiefs. Giordano
wasn’t aware of Sessions’ speech
to the California Peace Officers’
Association, according to his
spokesman, Sgt. Spencer Crum,
who said the sheriff declined to
comment.
Schreeder said he hadn’t
caught up on Sessions’ remarks,
preferring to stay out of the backTURN TO SANCTUARY » PAGE A6

VOTER LAWSUIT

State law
on ballot
signing
rejected
Judge sides with county
man, bars mail-in votes
being voided in secret
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A judge has struck down a
state election law as unconstitutional after reviewing the case
of a Sonoma County man whose
mail-in ballot was disqualified
because of a signature mismatch.
Peter La Follette sued Secretary of State Alex Padilla and
Bill Rousseau, the county’s
registrar of voters, after his November 2016 ballot was rejected
because the signature on it was
different than the one on file.
La Follette, who turned the
ballot in at the polls, didn’t discover what happened until eight
months later. He was among
361 voters countywide and
45,000 across the state to suffer
the same fate.
His lawsuit, filed by the American Civil Liberties Union, argued the lack of due process was
a violation of his constitutional
rights.
San
Francisco
Superior
Court Judge Richard Ulmer
CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Jim Roatch, right, watches as workers begin construction of his Hadley Hill Drive home in the Fountaingrove area of Santa Rosa on Feb. 28. Roatch
spent tens of thousands of dollars having 85 tons of arsenic-contaminated dirt removed from his property before building could commence.

County eases threshold for naturally occurring arsenic to reduce confusion
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

B

efore Jim Roatch could rebuild his Fountaingrove home, the semi-retired contractor needed to prove his hillside property
was clean.
That meant hiring a contractor to remove the
ash and debris left behind after the Tubbs fire
leveled his $1.2 million Hadley Hill Drive home,
making sure the soil was returned to its prefire
condition.
But after the lot was cleared and scraped, several soil samples still showed arsenic levels above
what the city and county considered acceptable
for his location, which at the time was 7.2 parts
per million.
Arsenic is a naturally occurring metalloid that
can cause cancer in humans if ingested in high

concentrations, such as by drinking contaminated well water.
The threshold set by the county struck Roatch
as an absurdly conservative standard to meet,
especially for a naturally occurring element in
dirt that will be contained under a plastic barrier
at a home connected to the city’s water supply.
“It just seems to me that they went way overboard,” Roatch said this week.
Anxious to get his home rebuilt and his life
back, however, Roatch in December bit the bullet
and had 11 more inches of dirt removed from the
site and hauled to a landfill, costing him tens of
thousands of dollars and weeks of delay.
The extra effort paid off. When the soil was retested, the new samples came back well below the
7.2 ppm level. He got his building permit Feb. 22.

RELAXED STANDARD
FOR ARSENIC LEVELS
After an analysis of 383 soil samples for arsenic, a new level has
been established by the Army
Corps of Engineers and Sonoma
County officials for the metalloid on fire-damaged properties
in the geological area that runs
through Fountaingrove and
parts of the Sonoma Valley.

22 PARTS
PER MILLION

INSIDE
SCHOOL THREATS IN SR:

Santa Rosa police arrest
Maria Carrillo student
suspected of graffiti found
Tuesday in bathroom / A3
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Acceptable level of arsenic
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